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Executive Summary 

 This proposal, as the title ‘Towards a Solution’ makes clear, seeks to make a contribution to 

a complex debate rather than propose a definite solution.  It is for others of good will to 

build on these ideas or reject them completely. 

 This proposal looks to a successful historical precedent, namely the settlement of 

Indochinese refugees in Australia, following the end of the Vietnam War in 1975 as its 

model. 

 The central argument here is for Australia to cooperate with the Indonesian Government 

and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to build a processing 

centre in Indonesia funded by Australia.  

 Australia would in turn give Indonesia a guarantee to accept annually a total of 25,000 

recognized refugees and fly them safely to Australia.    

 Australia’s resettlement program, which is currently global in scope, would instead focus on 

our immediate region.  

 Apart from those onshore asylum seekers, who will continue to arrive in Australia by air, 

Australia’s humanitarian program would in future focus on its resettlement program.  

 With the likelihood of a ‘honeypot’ effect in Indonesian as asylum seekers from the region 

make their way to join the queue coming to Australia, the ‘Bali Process’ would become the 

forum to ensure other wealthy member nations were involved in this resettlement program.  

 Refugees processed in Indonesia under this scheme and who seek to gain entry to Australia 

by boat, would be returned to Indonesia to the back of the queue. 
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Towards a Solution 

1.0 Introduction 

In an ideal world asylum seekers would arrive safely on Australian shores and be welcomed. But 

they are neither safe nor welcomed. Australia, it seems, has now reached an impasse in its treatment 

of those asylum seekers who seek to gain entry into Australia by boats. No solution, either in 

keeping with Australia’s international legal obligations or acceptable to those fleeing persecution, is 

in sight. The political and general community animosity to ‘boat people’ and the tragic loss of life at 

sea demand a fresh approach.  

2.0 Proposed plan 

2.1  History 

This plan is not new. It reflects a policy position developed by the Fraser Coalition Government in 

1977 for the orderly and controlled resettlement of Indochinese refugees in Australia following the 

end of the Vietnam War in 1975. This policy received bi-partisan support in the Australian 

parliament.  

Following the arrival of three boatloads of Vietnam refugees by the end of 1976 and increasing 

numbers of boat arrivals in 1977, the Fraser Coalition government helped facilitate the international 

resettlement of Vietnam refugees from Southeast Asian camps. This policy was deemed necessary to 

stop the unauthorized arrival of boat people at Australian shores and stem the growing concern 

from an anxious populace that Australia would be swamped with hordes of Asians making their way 

from the north. 

Australia agreed to accept 15,000 refugees annually from these camps where they were processed 

and then on being found to be refugees were flown to Australia.1 

In the period 1975-1995, Australia took in approximately 138,000 Indochinese refugees mostly 

airlifted from UNHCR camps in Southeast Asia.2 Some small number of boat people continued to 

arrive and between the years 1976-1981, 2059 ‘boat people’ were also granted refugee status. 3 

2.2  Proposal 

This proposal can be summarized under four main points. Australia should  

 develop partnerships with our regional neighbours and work together with them under the 

UNHCR to process asylum seekers at a reception centre in Indonesia funded by Australia.  

 refocus Australia’s resettlement program, currently scattered globally, to the region.  

 enter into an agreement with our regional neighbours and the UNHCR to accept 25,000 

refugees annually from the reception centre in Indonesia. 
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  fly those granted refugee status to the Australian mainland as part of our resettlement 

program.  

2.3  Difficulties of language 

Our proposal involves two terms used by the current Labor Government. The two concepts are 

‘regional solution’ and ‘offshore processing’. Refugee advocates in Australia have argued 

consistently over a decade for the rights of ‘boat people’ to have their refugee status processed 

onshore with access to Australian law. For some refugee advocates, to see their colleagues now 

arguing for offshore processing is seen as something of a betrayal. Nothing could be further from 

the truth. The question of where asylum seekers are processed or by whom is not the main issue. 

The main issue is that they are processed quickly and legally and then resettled safely in countries 

willing to accept them.  

It needs to be stated categorically that usage of the terms ‘regional solution’ and ‘offshore 

processing’ in this paper has little in common with Government or Opposition usage. Language has 

been a victim in the poisonous debate about asylum seekers and refugees in this country. We will 

continue to use these terms because they are the internationally accepted and appropriate terms to 

use for our proposal and we see no reason to seek an alternative framework. 

In supporting offshore processing of asylum seekers, this proposal is based on a pragmatic political 

decision. Therefore, it must not be assumed that in our support for offshore processing we are 

denying the fundamental right of people fleeing persecution to access their claims through onshore 

processing in countries who are signatories to the Refugee Convention. Rather, we think that in the 

present climate, support for onshore processing for ‘boat people’ making their way to Australia is 

not working in their best interests.  

We are buoyed by the widespread support for a regional solution that recognizes Australia’s 

international obligations. A feature of the recent submissions to the Houston ‘Expert Panel on 

Asylum Seekers’ Inquiry demonstrates strong support for a regional solution. The Houston Report 

itself is firm in its support for working with our Asian neighbours. The Report calls for ‘An 

Integrated Approach Towards a Regional Co-operation Framework’.4  That is precisely our position. 

In advocating for offshore processing of ‘boat people’, our purpose then is not to deter, to punish or 

to malign. Rather, our purpose is to provide a processing centre in Indonesia that  

 operates and meets all our international obligations 

 provides a safe passage to those judged to be refugees 

 limits the paranoia that accompanies the arrival of boats on our shores and 

 guarantees resettlement of refugees on the Australian mainland.  

Our plan has nothing to do with an offshore processing system that is a smokescreen for political 

and moral cowardice. As a consequence, our approach will not find favour with Australia’s two 

major parties.  In our view, the current policy setting provides us with an opportunity. The policy of 

holding people on Nauru and Manus Island is unsustainable. The boats continue to come and will 

continue to come. No evil that Australia can unleash will outweigh the evil from which these asylum 
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seekers are fleeing. The sufferings on Nauru and Manus will grow worse. The voices for justice will 

grow louder. The global embarrassment will become unbearable.  

A breakthrough in the impasse is now required. We do not argue that our solution is the only 

solution. There is no one simple solution to the refugee problem, but this plan is practical, relevant 

and opportune.  If adopted, this proposal eliminates the need for people smuggling, provides safe 

passage over the seas, establishes something that looks like a genuine queue, overcomes the 

paranoia set deeply in the Australian psyche of strangers arriving in boats, removes the  mandatory 

detention of ‘boat people’ and destroys arguments based on the notion of ‘illegals’.     

2.4 ‘People smuggling’ 

Despite the clamourous hectoring from Government and Opposition spokespersons, people 

smuggling has never been the issue. People smugglers exist because asylum seekers exist. Contrary 

to popular belief, asylum seekers who travel by boats are not wealthy. Fares on leaky boats are low. 

According to James Jupp, Adjunct Professor at the Australian National University, smugglers make 

their money with high interest loans to the relatives of people fleeing.5 People coming to Australia 

by boat are generally desperate people fleeing persecution and who frequently find it difficult to 

collect and carry travel documents with them. Fleeing persecution often does not afford such 

niceties.  

3.0   International problem 

3.1  Scope of the problem 

We recognize that the issue of some 43.9 million global citizens forcibly displaced by persecution 

and conflict demands an international solution. Of these, 15.4 million are refugees or in refugee-like 

situations with some 10.6 million in the care of UNHCR and another 4.8 million Palestinian 

refugees in the care of the UN Refugee Relief and Works Agency for Palestine. The figure also 

includes 27.5 million internally displaced people.6  

If the world is to make any impact on alleviating the suffering of so many people, the solutions will 

inevitably be global, regional and cooperative and work under the aegis of the UNHCR.  

3.2  Integrated government solution 

As the problem demands an international solution, Australia must become more involved in an 

integrated governmental way. Diplomatic initiatives, foreign policies, immigration policies, and 

refugee policies must all work in harmony to stop people fleeing in the first place and this at the 

source of the problem. Sri Lanka is a major case in point. Rather than sending Tamils to Nauru (or 

even worse back to Sri Lanka) and punishing them for fleeing human rights’ abuses in their own 

country, Australian government officials should be working with the Sri Lankan government to stop 

their apartheid policy that is driving the Tamils out of their homes to seek refuge in other countries.  

Most refugees stay close to home. At the end of 2010, some 75 percent of the world’s refugees were 

residing in countries neighbouring their own.  People generally will only move long distances when 

they are forced. Push factors generally outweigh pull factors. 7 
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4.0  Sharing the burden 

4.1  Australia’s contribution 

Our plan seeks to promote Australia as a regional leader. Australia is a wealthy nation in a 

geographical region which is, relatively speaking, economically poor. Despite claims of generosity, 

Australia’s contribution to the problem of asylum seekers and refugees is miniscule and grossly 

exaggerated. The relatively poor nations of the world bear the major burden of caring for the 

displaced and persecuted.   

Of the 10.6 million refugees in the care of UNHCR some 80 percent have sanctuary in developing 

countries. In absolute terms, Pakistan has the most with 1.9 million followed by Iran 1.1 million, 

Syria 1 million, Kenya 386,000 and Chad 338,000. In per capita terms, Pakistan is still the highest 

followed by the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Kenya.8 

4.2  Australia’s resettlement contribution 

Australia’s resettlement contribution, i.e. those refugees who wait in camps for resettlement to a 

third country, has been anywhere between 6000 and 14,750 people.9  In 2011, Australia resettled 

9,226 or 11.6 per cent of the global total. Australia was third overall and first on a per capita basis 

and in relation to national GDP. This result is used by government spokespersons to laud Australia’s 

generosity. But globally, resettlement numbers are falling drastically. In 2010, there was a drop of 

14 per cent (in raw terms down from 112,442 refugees to 98, 761). In 2011, the total resettled was 

just 79,784. Using resettlement alone as a yardstick to measure nations’ commitment to refugee 

protection is deeply flawed. Fewer than 1 per cent of the world’s refugees are protected through 

resettlement in any year. There is no queue. 

4.3  Australia’s onshore contribution 

As for onshore asylum seekers, Australia received 11,510 applications for refugee status in 2011. This 

represented just 2.5 per cent of applications received by all developed nations. 10 In 2010, 8,250 

people claimed asylum in Australia. This was equal to 1.04 per cent of the global total. 11 

In 2009, the Nordic nations with a combined population of 25 million people (not much higher than 

Australia’s 22.5 million) received and processed 51,000 asylum claims. In the same period, 

Australia received and processed 6,500.12 Australia may be a minor player in the global refugee 

problem but our negative attitude to asylum seekers and our failure to fulfill our international 

obligations highlight our inadequacies. We are in the spotlight, not because of our generosity, but 

because of our increasingly questionable behaviour.  

5.0  Australia’s resettlement contribution  

5.1  Geographically scattered 

Australia’s current resettlement program is geographically scattered. Australia takes roughly one-

third of its resettled quota from Asia, one-third from Africa and one-third from the Middle East.13 Of 
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the 9226 refugees Australia resettled in 2011, most did not come from either Indonesia or 

Malaysia.14  In the ten years to February 2010, only 560 refugees came from Indonesia. Malaysia has 

about 100,000 refugees and Australia resettled 830 from Malaysia in the years 2009-2011.15  Latest 

figures show that between July 2011 and April 2012, just 1,126 refugee visas were granted out of 

Malaysia to Australia and 95 per cent of these visa recipients were Burmese. 16 

5.2  Malaysian situation 

The situation in Malaysia is especially bad for asylum seekers and refugees although there are signs 

of hope. Registration with the UNHCR can take up to two years and people can wait for a further ten 

years for possible resettlement to another country. Every day, asylum seekers and refugees are 

under threat of beatings and imprisonment. They have no work rights yet are expected to keep 

themselves.  

6.0  Region’s asylum seekers 

6.1  Forced to travel 

Our region has currently about 3.6 million refugees.17 If they are to find sanctuary they are forced to 

flee to a wealthy nation like Australia which has signed the refugee convention. Most asylum seekers 

and refugees in the region are stranded in nations that are not convention signatories and have no 

prospect of resettlement.18 Millions are in protracted refugee situations of at least five years. The 

average is about 20 years, up from nine in the early 1990s.   

6.2  Scope of region 

The region, as defined by the Houston Expert Panel, is: Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Myanmar, Nepal, 

Thailand, China, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, India, Malaysia, Kyrgyzstan, Sri Lanka, Brunei and New 

Guinea.  Indonesia is not named. 19 

6.3  Making their way to Australia 

Afghans represent one of every four refugees in the world with 95 percent of them in Pakistan and 

Iran.20 Most of the ‘boat people’ making their way to Australia come from Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran 

and Sri Lanka.21 

7.0  Asylum seekers arriving by plane 

Even with a refocusing of Australia’s refugee program to the region, Australia will continue to 

receive onshore asylum seekers. These asylum seekers will continue to enter Australia by plane, 

some with valid visas, others unauthorized air travelers. The majority are Chinese and Sri Lankans. 
22  Between 1998/9 and 2012/13, it is anticipated that total air arrivals will be nearly 80,000. In the 

same period total ‘boat people’ arrivals will be approximately 33,500. 23  In the last decade those 

who arrived by boat were generally found to be refugees – on average 85-90% were successful. The 
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same cannot be said for those who arrived by plane.24 On average somewhere between 40-60% of 

plane arrivals are given a protection visa. 

8.0  Outline of a regional program 

8.1  Processing centre in Indonesia 

The first task will be to reach an agreement with the Indonesian Government to allow for the 

construction of a Processing Centre in Indonesia. According to the Indonesians, they have currently 

thirteen detention centres for asylum seekers and refugees. These detention centres can ‘roughly’ 

accommodate 3000 people, but some 7000 other persons are looking for shelter. 25 Some of the 

7000 live in immigration ‘shelter houses’ and thousands more ‘live on the edge of the law in towns 

to the south of Jakarta, waiting for a boat to take them to Australia’.26 All information in relation in 

asylum seekers and refugees in Indonesia, however, should be viewed with some scepticism. Much 

of it is guesswork, especially the numbers. 

8.2  Funding the processing Ccntre 

The new Processing Centre should be funded by Australia. If this Processing Centre is viable, 

detention centres in Australia will be closed, realizing considerable financial savings. When they 

disappear, mandatory detention will disappear with them. Further significant savings can be made 

in defence spending, currently spent on the Australian navy for their ‘Border Control’ activities and 

sea rescue missions.    

8.3  An international processing Ccntre 

The Processing Centre will be organized and operated by the UNHCR with the assistance of 

Australia and Indonesia. This plan will not work if Indonesia does not retain some ownership of the 

Centre. Australia will need to increase its funding to UNHCR. 27  Menadue et alia argue that there 

are dangers here for transit countries such as Indonesia. They must not be asked to bear the burden. 

Each actor must play a critical role and in this case it must be Australia.  

8.4  Offshore processing 

The UNHCR will assess the asylum seekers with the help of Australian officials. Asylum seekers will 

be quickly assessed and protection given consistent with UNHCR policies and guidelines. Australia 

must be protected from any health or security concerns.  Asylum seekers will be assessed offshore 

according to the UNHCR criteria. This means those processed are not applying for a visa to enter 

Australia. Under this model, Australia becomes a resettlement country. Those found to be refugees 

will depend on the good will of Australia to resettle them. Some refugee advocates will undoubtedly 

see this as a serious weakness. It only becomes a weakness if Australia reneges on its commitment 

to resettle those who are found to be refugees. 
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8.5  Nature of processing centre 

The Processing Centre will not be a detention centre, but more a reception centre. People should 

move freely in and out of the Centre and should not be under the threat of expulsion or 

imprisonment. Non-government agencies, both international and regional, will need to give their 

support in ensuring access to services such as welfare, education, health, counselling and 

employment. Rights to work should be given but with specific conditions so as not to threaten local 

communities. These services must not be left to Indonesia. The Processing Centre should operate 

according to all international conventions which Australia has voluntarily signed.  

8.6  Guarantees of resettlement 

Australia will enter into an agreement with the UNHCR and Indonesia to accept those found to be 

refugees. This is not open-ended but will be done on an agreed number of refugees annually. A 

genuine queue must be established based on arrival times. This plan can only work if refugees are 

convinced they can reach Australia through a fair and orderly system of offshore processing. Only 

this can stop the risks of drowning at sea. People found not to be refugees should be returned safely 

and with dignity.   

The Australian Labor government has recently agreed to increase its annual intake of refugees to 

20,000 within three years. This number would normally comprise both resettled and onshore 

refugees. As our plan envisages the bulk of refugees coming from the region, it follows that those 

asylum seekers who previously made up Australia’s onshore arrivals will now become part of 

Australia’s resettlement category.   

8.7  Potential difficulties 

The major difficulty will be to keep the queue moving. It is highly likely that a genuine queue will 

cause a flood of people leaving camps throughout the region and making their way to Indonesia. 

There is a limit to what Australia can do.  

To avoid a potentially difficult problem, it is imperative that Australia works with other developed 

nations in the region to ensure that a critical mass of disenchanted asylum seekers does not build up 

in Indonesia. Australia will need to work closely with those nations who already have resettlement 

programs. Such nations would include New Zealand, Canada and United States. But there will be 

problems here. These nations may well have little sympathy for Australia. The so called ‘Pacific 

Solution’ of the Howard years, the excising of Australian territory as migration zones, the decision 

by the current government to use Nauru and Manus Island as dumping places for asylum seekers 

along with the no-advantage test, the whole tone of political elites in this country towards ‘boat 

people’ and the policy of the Coalition Opposition parties to ‘stop the boats’ if they win the next 

Federal election, must surely have alienated other nations already dealing with their own refugee 

problems. It is highly likely that Australia will be viewed by other developed nations as a wealthy 

country which has failed to fulfill its global responsibilities. A solution to this problem in the 

immediate future is not possible. It will take years to renew Australia’s sullied reputation in the 

region and beyond. 
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If the queue in Indonesia stalls or grows too long then desperate people will engage people 

smugglers and risk their lives at sea. This will most likely occur if life in Indonesia becomes 

unbearable. Access to education, health facilities, food and adequate accommodation must be 

priorities. Refugees must be convinced that taking to the sea in boats will not improve their 

situation. Therefore, it must be made clear that any such attempts will be futile and could result in 

loss of life. For any who take that risk there must be no rewards by making it to the Australian 

mainland. Refugees who have joined the queue will be returned to Indonesia and take their place at 

the back of the queue. 

9.0  The ‘Bali Process’ as a forum for change 

Australia should seek to persuade those nations in the region who have not signed the Refugee 

Convention to do so.  The ‘Bali Process’ may well be a forum to work out such an issue. The ‘Bali 

Process’ now includes more than 50 countries. It was initially established in 2002 to combat people 

smuggling and trafficking. Since then it has shifted its focus to more humanitarian issues. Many of 

the submissions to the ‘Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers’ saw great potential in the ‘Bali Process’ as a 

possible central forum for developing a regional approach. 

10.0  What needs to happen first 

10.1  Refugees in Malaysia & Indonesia  

Before the new regional program begins, Australia should immediately begin bringing to Australia 

those refugees in protracted situations in Indonesia and Malaysia. Under the so-called ‘Malaysian 

Solution’, Australia agreed to take 4000 recognized refugees from that country over four years. The 

moving of those 4000 recognized refugees from Malaysia to Australia should be a necessary first 

step in any regional solution.    

It is estimated that perhaps 4000 refugees reside in Indonesia. They should also be brought to 

Australia before the new process begins.  

10.2  Family reunification 

There is an outstanding issue of some 21,000 people seeking family reunification with family 

members already recognized as refugees in Australia. These people should also be a priority. We 

believe that available positions be created within our migration quota to reunite families. Family 

reunions should not be a refugee issue. 

11.0  Separating offshore and onshore programs 

With most people coming to Australia from within our resettlement program, the tension that exists 

now between the offshore, onshore and family reunion programs should be lessened. Nevertheless, 

we recommend a separation of the offshore and onshore programs. People will continue to arrive by 

plane and this should not impact on our regional arrangements.  The majority of those who fly to 
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Australia and seek refugee status are not found to be refugees. 28 If needs be, immigration totals 

should be lowered before changes are made to the resettlement program.   

12.0  Working at the source 

Any regional solution must take account of the problems in source countries. Australia must do 

more to help solve the problems in those countries that caused the flow of people in the first place. 

This must be a whole-of-government activity. People move from their country and their 

neighbouring countries only when they are forced. Working with other nations to help solve the 

global problem of refugees should be a priority for any Australian government. It is a little late to act 

when small boats begin approaching our shores. For example, many Hazara people fleeing 

Afghanistan find themselves in deprived areas of Quetta. Little can be done for them there as 

agencies find the place too dangerous to work. The nearest Australian embassy is the High 

Commissioner in Islamabad some one thousand kilometers away. Providing protection and hope 

close to the source of the problem is a major priority. 

Australia must do more to reinforce protection systems in countries of first asylum and transit. This 

involves making sure ‘displaced people have access to safe and secure shelter, health, education and 

livelihood opportunities, pending durable solutions’.29  

13.0  Conclusion 

This paper is putting forward a long-term solution to the problem Australia is now facing 

with asylum seekers and refugees. There is no simple solution and the plan and many problems will 

occur that will require strong wills to make it work. The process can only begin when and if 

Australia takes seriously its role as a regional leader and accepts a role as a good global citizen intent 

on creating a better world for all those forced to flee violence in their homelands.    
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